


Trendsetting 
high-current technologies...

The performance of electric arc furnaces has improved in
leaps and bounds in recent years
FLOHE supplies components for furnace construction that uncompromisingly meet
these requirements:

� Current-conducting electrode arms
� Water-cooled high-current cables and conductors
� Low-loss columns and roller boxes

These components are characterised by durability, high availability, optimised current
transmission and low maintenance.
With the FLOHE design, the special focus was put on a low maintenance effort.

Here we draw on the extensive experience of our design and 
development team who have successfully completed more than 
200 new installations and/or conversions worldwide

From the draft to the construction of specialised durable
and powerful high-current systems
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� Besides the construction of new
installations, we also provide
economic solutions to reduce
energy consumption, or to 
increase the performance of
existing installations.

� By applying the latest and most
advanced technologies in 
production and construction,
we ensure that your systems
are supplied with energy 
optimally and cost-efficiently.
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1955 Diffusion welding 
(flexible connection)

1962 Cable compression

1972 High-current lines

1984 Copper/steel electrode arms

1985 Cable swivelling device 

1991 Aluminium electrode arm
s

1993 DC chokes

2002 Low-loss columns

2005 Cable quick coupling

2006 Electronic clamping force
measurement

2008 Electrode arm AC Ø 762

201 1 Copper crucibles

2017 rotation device lubricatio
n

2019 Tragarm light 

A brief history of FLOHE

Innovations
in furnace construction

� FLOHE has been supplying high-current
lines from the output transformer to the
cable for more than four decades

� FLOHE supplies the entire range
high-current cables of all sizes – 
from the wire to the finished cable

...from individual components
through to complex high-current systems
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Expertise in
engineering + production…
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Furnace construction
Components
��� EAF ���
Electric
arc furnaces

��� LF ���
Ladle furnaces for 
secondary metallurgy

Details of electrode
arms … 
Contact shoe
Electrode holder
Clamping device
Main insulation
Expansion bolts with quick
fastening
Spray ring
Heat shield
Blow-off unit 
for contact surfaces
Cooling water hoses

Advantages…
� Interchangeable spare part components –

copper/steel to aluminium

� Electrode arm designed for 2 electrode
sizes

� Independent temperature monitoring of
individual components possible

� Simple column fastening system
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� FLOHE is the world’s only manufacturer of all electrode arm systems –
Conventional & current-conducting electrode arms made of 
copper/steel and aluminium
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6 FLOHE electrode arm technology

� Current-conducting 
copper/steel electrode arm
Ø 618 mm 

Engineering, structural design, 
production and commissioning 
from a single source

|� Electronic 
clamping force
measuring device



Current-conducting 
electrode arms
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��� from copper/steel ���
for electrode sizes of Ø 100-800 mm 

Advantages…
� Low operating costs
� Short downtimes
� Easy handling
� Perfect symmetry
� Maximum efficiency

|� Ø 711.2 mm · for 86 kA |� Ø 762.2 mm · for 95 kA 
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� Due to the material used and their design, 
current-conducting FLOHE aluminium
electrode arms have ensured low electrical
operating costs, low graphite consumption,
higher travel speeds, easy handling, perfect
symmetry and maximum efficiency since 1991.

� The weight advantage make 
aluminium electrode arms ideal
for modifications to existing 
furnaces, since changes to 
peripheral components are 
usually not required.

For UHP furnaces 
and ladle furnaces

� Internal 
non-destructive
technology

FLOHE electrode arm technology
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��� From aluminium ���
For electrode sizes of Ø 100-800 mm 

Advantages…
� 30% weight saving
� Low electrical resistance
� Better control system response
� Easier maintenance

|� Ø 609.6 mm · for 60 kA · triangulated design |� Ø 558.8 mm · for 47 kA · triangulated design

Current-conducting 
electrode arms



Insulation…

10 Low-loss
columns…

� Our product range comprises 
all sizes and materials. 

� We use glass fibre laminates, fibre laminates, 
resin-bonded glass mats, special laminates, 
paper laminates or plywood as base. 

� We will create your custom design.

� Of course, our insulating parts meet all major standards
such as DIN, EN, IEC, BS, NEMA, NF and VSM.

� Our standard insulation 
materials are designed for 
a temperature of 180 °C. 
We achieve temperature 
resistance up to 1200 °C with 
special materials.

FLOHE supplies all 
insulating parts for 
electric arc furnaces



Low-loss
columns
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To complete the range, FLOHE produces 
so-called low-loss columns.

� In furnaces with current-conducting electrode arms, column heads are 
heated due to the geometric arrangement. The heat is dissipated through
the corresponding water cooling.

� By introducing a new geometric arrangement and special material, it is 
possible to reduce the loss by at least 75%. 

� Modification of the column or the column heads usually pays for itself 
within 6 months.

Roller box �



12 Water-cooled high-current cables

� Due to the strong increase in the electric furnace performance, the
air-cooled cable originally used have almost completely been 
replaced by water-cooled cables. 

� Today, almost only ultra-high-power furnaces (UHP) are built globally,
in which water-cooled multicore cables are used. 

� FLOHE has developed a multicore cable that meets the special 
requirements of modern high-power furnaces.

From the wire to the finished cable –
FLOHE supplies the entire range

For detailed information, please see our
‘HIGH-CURRENT CABLES’ brochure. 
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High-current
cables

Type FHW
��� The classic type ���

In the last 5 decades, Flohe has supplied
well over 1,000 arc and ladle furnaces 
with high-current cables of all sizes 
both locally and abroad

Type FHWI
���The international type ���

Type FHWNT
��� The fast type ���

Our main focus was on:

� Optimum current transmission 
� Low electric losses
� Long service life
� Optimum cooling water flow

� Easy handling
� Low maintenance
� Quick installation and dismantling



14 High-current line
Delta closure

High-current chokes

|� Bottom electrode Ø 7.0 m |� up to 70 kA DC
with an inductance of up to 600 µH
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Delta closure
FLOHE has been supplying high-current
lines from the output transformer to the
cable for more than four decades.

� These are designed for UHP and ladle furnaces and based on 
the latest technology.

� Our high-current lines can be designed for a current of 100 kA and 
a voltage up to 1500 V.

|� Flexible connection made of copper
with welded-on connection 
The shape of the connection ends can be 
freely selected



16 Spare parts

|� Contact shoes |� High-current line

|� Cable sword |� Transformer terminal |� Crucible bottom

|� Quick couplingExpertise in copper
No compromise on quality: 
� Copper processed by us guarantees 

a high level of lasting reliability and 
smooth operation.

� Customer requirements are implemented 
quickly and flexibly, manufactured in-house 
with valuable expertise, and as such 
all stages are optimally 
coordinated.
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spare parts
FLOH E has been committed to impeccable
qual ity  and guaranteed provis ion of  spare
par ts  for  decades. 

|� Piston rod

|� Spray shield

|� Disc spring stack |� Insulating parts & 
main insulating plate 

|� Clamping device

|� Pressure shoe|� Electrode holder |� Quick-action nut

|� Interchangeable aluminium arm head



18 FLOHE services

In the field of electric furnaces…
� All incidental work on the electrode arms in

the area of: Maintenance and repairs  
��� of conventional and 

current-conducting electrode arms

� Installation and alignment of electrode arms

� All incidental work on the high-current line
in the area of maintenance and repairs  
��� Inspection and replacement of 

components

� Manufacture and supply of spare parts 
according to drawing or sample

� Insulation measurement

� Replacement of insulation between arm 
and column

� Cable exchange 
��� and on-site repairs at hose exchange

� Column exchange

� Regulating cylinder exchange

� Exchange of rolls / roller blocks

� Setting of guide columns

� Inspection and replacement of cooling
water hoses

� All on-site repair welds on steel, stainless
steel, aluminium or copper components
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Service
With a team of experts we provide you with
the following services:

Design…
� Feasibility studies

� Dimensioning of furnace 
transformers, chokes and lines

� Furnace design

� Preparing specifications up to 
high-voltage level

� Selecting the operating points

Operation…
� Commissioning

� Electric measurements on furna-
ces, transformers, etc.

� Electric, mechanical and hydraulic
troubleshooting 

� Control settings on furnaces from
various manufacturers

� Improvement of processes, optimi-
sation of operating points

� Fault analyses: Transformer oil, gra-
phite consumption, etc.

� Training: Electrical engineering for
arc furnaces
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We  w i l l  g l ad ly  
adv i s e  you . . .

Our service hotline
+49 (0) 700 - 700 300 10

We are on call 24 hours

FLOHE GmbH & Co. KG

Rheinstrasse 19
44579 Castrop Rauxel

+49 (0) 2305 - 7003 - 0
+49 (0) 2305 - 7003 - 199
info@flohe.com

� High-Current
cables

� Flexible 
connections� EAF / LF / 

� ESR /
Reduction

� Elektrolysis:
Busbars

For more than 110 years: 
Expertise in 
engineering + production
…from individual components through 
to complex high-current systems


